Headlines:

**New/Updated Guidance**
- [AMDA Position Statement on Antigen Testing in Asymptomatic Post-Acute and Long-Term Care Healthcare Staff](#)

**News Reports**
- [5 ways to cut long-term impact of COVID-19 on women physicians](#)
- [T cell shortage linked to severe COVID-19 in elderly; antiseptic spray may limit virus spread](#)
- [How is Little Saigon curbing coronavirus? By respecting elders, authorities and masks](#)
- [Medical director shares wins, challenges of nursing home’s pandemic response](#)
- [Federal panel delays vote on initial COVID-19 vaccine distribution](#)
- [View From the Trenches: Interview with Dr. Arif Nazir](#)
- [Drug shows promise in 1st largely minority COVID-19 study](#)
- [J&J starts COVID-19 vaccine phase 3, eyes early 2021 approval](#)
- [Fauci offers defense of why Americans can trust the approval process for a potential COVID-19 vaccine](#)
- [Massive genetic study shows coronavirus mutating and potentially evolving amid rapid U.S. spread](#)
CMS announces $165 million in funding to move people from nursing homes to assisted living and other settings

Providers, residents, families can overcome communication challenges brought on by pandemic, authors say

SARS-CoV-2 infection can block pain, opening up unexpected new possibilities for research into pain relief medication

Medicare Ratings Didn’t Predict Nursing Homes’ Initial COVID-19 Vulnerability

9 in 10 Americans Not Yet Immune to COVID, CDC Director Says

Statins Reduce COVID-19 Severity, Likely by Removing Cholesterol That Virus Uses to Infect

MD Nursing homes will be first to get coronavirus vaccine, official pledges, as federal group delays vote

ND governor boosts COVID-19 measures for elderly

Ageism and Complacency: Lessons From COVID-19

Promoting Physical Activity During COVID-19

FDA OKs First Point-of-Care Antibody Test for COVID-19

Journal Articles

Longitudinal immune profiling reveals key myeloid signatures associated with COVID-19

Years of life lost associated with COVID-19 deaths in the United States

Prospective comparison of saliva and nasopharyngeal swab sampling for mass screening for COVID-19

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page

Follow Us:  

Acknowledged the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.